
 

 

ABSTRACT

Thermal imaging is a technique to improve visibility of an object in darkness by 

detecting the object infrared radiation and generate an image using that information. 

Thermal imaging is widely used as night vision technology. Thermal camera is a heat 

sensor which can detect very small dissimilarities in temperature. Due to the 

development in image processing methodologies, it has attained more interest among 

researchers. To introduce new techniques in this domain, object detection, tracking and 

classification are modern concepts for researchers. The traditional object detection 

methods degraded the performance due to difficulty in feature selection process. The 

advancement in deep learning is combined with object detectors to resolve the 

addressed problems. 

In computer vision, the method to scan, search an object in a particular image 

is called as object detection. We can easily identify, differentiate the objects in a picture. 

The human vision structure is fast, accurate and will do difficult undertakings such as 

differentiating various objects, identify obstacles with minimum ideas. With more 

information, faster GPUs, good computations, we can effortlessly prepare systems for 

identifying, classifying many objects in an image with more exactness. The images 

from mobiles are complicate and has multiple objects. Hence, assign of a label with 

classification of an image designs ends which are more complex. The role of detection 

of an object is that the objects localization is produced when compared with image 

classification. Due to more positions, obstacles, light conditions, it is tough to get 

detection of an object with more localization of an object. The theme of detection of an 

object is to confirm location of object in each picture and classify the categories for 

each detected object. The object detection models are divided into 3 phases like 

selection of region, extraction of features, object classification. 

 Now a days, detection of an object, classification has attained more popularity 

in various application domains such as   detection of faces, self-driving vehicles, 

detection of pedestrians, security systems. The existing methodologies such as 

background subtraction, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) have limitations such as objects overlapping, distortions because of smoke, fog, 

light conditions. Thermal images are taken as thermal cameras which take an image as 

the hotness produced by objects. The images of thermal camera have no impact on 



 

 

smoke, poor climate, which will design a system for firefighting uses. The 

methodologies of deep learning are used in detection, classification purpose. 

               The major concept in deep learning is broad feature descriptions are aptly 

learnt with deep structures consisting of stack layers of trained non-linear actions. 

Hence, deep learning emulates a crucial part in enhancing the research gap in detection 

and classification of an object. In this research, an improved model for detection, 

tracking and classification of an object using thermal imaging is introduced. The aim 

of this study is to detect the weapon in a human and then classify onto its relevant 

classes for upcoming testing models. Based on training features, testing images are 

classified to its relevant classes. 

              The demand to identify a reliable person is increasing due to security problems. 

Now a days for identifying a human being biometric methods like face recognition is 

initiated. The present visible recognising method is good in control of illumination 

environment, thermal face recognising method is best to detect a camouflage person or 

if there is no controlling of illumination. So, hybrid methodology using images of visual 

and thermal to recognise a human being is good. The aim is to introduce techniques 

which enhances the standard of an image using thermal imaging. 

  Generally, detection and classification of objects is very tough in thermal 

imaging.  As more research is focused on   object detection and classification, 

technologies like machine learning, deep learning did not receive more attention. 

Hence, we introduce a detection and classification mechanism for thermal imaging in 

complex environment. An application is to detect hand-held objects like a weapon. Till 

now, existing work is focused on detection of weapons by using infrared information 

for weapons which are carried in a hidden manner. Now, we want to do research in 

detecting and identifying of weapons from thermal images and surveillance data. So, 

an enhanced model for detection, tracking   and classification of an object is 

implemented for improving the performance. In this research, we had introduced an 

enhanced OTSU segmentation and neighbourhood weighted OTSU for detection of an 

object. Optimised Feature Selection Algorithm called as OFSA is implemented to 

detect an object for better performance. Tracking is introduced by a model called as 

Optimal Kalman Filter, OKF.Finally, classification is done using a Hybrid Model. 

 


